Dear friends and well wishers,
PAMA a trans-disciplinary science institute along with collaborating institutions are
honoured to invite you with family and friends for the Thiruvananthapuram
public debut screening of ‘PREMJI’ by Shri Neelan
on Nov.18th Sunday, 2018. The duration of film in Malayalam with English subtitles is
83 minutes. Following the screening there would be facility to discuss the film
in the presence of the Film Director Shri Neelan.
Venue and Time,
TN Gopakumar Hall, Press Club,Trivandrum
(behind the government secretariat)
4 pm 18th Nov. 2018.
Prof. R V G Menon, Chairman PAMA will preside over the function.
After this event the documentary film “The Seer Who Walks Alone” by late G Aravindan
will be screened. This screening is conceived as a curtain-raiser to generate discussion on
the philosopher, J. Krishnamoorthi. PAMA, requests friends and well wishers to
pursue JK’s thoughts and experiments in education through reading and
YouTube uploads of his interviews, JK foundation school websites, school curriculum etc
available in libraries and internet. We intend to organize a discussion on
“Did Kerala society sideline JK?”. The date of that programme will be announced
subsequently. In case you or a person whom you know can speak on a specific area of his
thoughts or experiments kindly let us know.
Thanking You
Jaya G Nair
For PAMA Public Educational Trust

Premji
A cinematic plunge into the depths of a myriad minded personality…
actor on stage and in films, poet, play wright, social reformer and
revolutionary… who played a major role in the renaissance movement of
Kerala that brought about sweeping changes in the society.
Neelan is a journalist, writer and film maker with four state awards and one
national award for his films. He has more than nine books to his credit.
The film “PREMJI” is on his father. A book by him on his father “Achan” had
won Sahithya Academy Award in 2000. His earlier film on his mother “Amma”
had won state/national awards in 2016
Collaborating institutions
Please join us for black coffee/tea with naadanpuzhukku at
3.30 pm. We will appreciate if you may confirm your presence
by contacting us. Warun – 7678604564 Nidhi 8300056398
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